Let 9TC be an re-dimensional differentiable manifold of class Ck, k = l, • • • , oo, w (as usual O" means analytic, and we use the conventions * ±m= <x> and w + w=w for integers m). An automorphism of 9TC is a one-to-one map of 911 onto itself which is of class C* and is nonsingular. Now let 9TC be given a Riemannian structure, i.e. a positive definite covariant tensor field of rank two, and suppose that in some family of admissible coordinate systems that cover 9TC the components of this tensor field are of class Ck+1. This hypothesis will be satisfied, for example, if 911 is the manifold of class Ck associated with a manifold 9TC of class Ck+2 and the metric tensor field is a tensor field of highest possible class (namely Ck+1) on 911. Moreover this hypothesis implies that in the neighborhood of each point of 9TC we can define a Riemannian normal coordinate system and that such a coordinate system is admissible, i.e. of class C*.
Let 9TC be an re-dimensional differentiable manifold of class Ck, k = l, • • • , oo, w (as usual O" means analytic, and we use the conventions * ±m= <x> and w + w=w for integers m). An automorphism of 9TC is a one-to-one map of 911 onto itself which is of class C* and is nonsingular. Now let 9TC be given a Riemannian structure, i.e. a positive definite covariant tensor field of rank two, and suppose that in some family of admissible coordinate systems that cover 9TC the components of this tensor field are of class Ck+1. This hypothesis will be satisfied, for example, if 911 is the manifold of class Ck associated with a manifold 9TC of class Ck+2 and the metric tensor field is a tensor field of highest possible class (namely Ck+1) on 911. Moreover this hypothesis implies that in the neighborhood of each point of 9TC we can define a Riemannian normal coordinate system and that such a coordinate system is admissible, i.e. of class C*.
The Riemannian structure on 9H gives rise in a well-known way to a metric p on the underlying point set of 9ft, and we denote by M the metric space that results. An automorphism of M is of course a oneto-one map of M onto itself which preserves distance, i.e. an isometry. A remarkable result of Myers and Steenrod [l] states that an automorphism of M is always an automorphism of 9TC. It is natural to conjecture that the following stronger result is true.
Theorem.
The differentiable manifold 9ft care be canonically reconstructed from the metric space M.
We shall show that this is in fact the case. We hope that the construction we give will be illuminating, however it should be admitted in advance that it is not effective in any reasonable sense.
Let xEM. We define a set Mx canonically associated with M and called the set of geodesies at x parameterized proportionally to arc length as follows: o~EMx if and only if 
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(4) cr is not a proper restriction of a mapping satisfying the preceding properties.
We next note that if we allow ourselves to use the structure of 9TC then we can give Mx the structure of an w-dimensional real Hilbert space. In fact 9TCX, the tangent space to 3TC at x, is a real Hilbert space by virtue of the Riemannian structure for 3TC and we can carry this structure over to 217* by means of the following mapping <P: given vE*3Kx, V9*0 let cr be the geodesic with maximal domain which is parameterized by arc length, satisfies cr(0) =x, and has tangent vector v/\\v\\ at 0, and define *(») on (1/|M|) (domain cr) by $(v)(t) =cr(\\v\\t). Of course $>(0) is defined as the map t->x of R into M. The wellknown fact that geodesies parameterized with arc length are just the mappings satisfying (3) above with r = ± 1 insures that <£ maps 9TCx one-to-one onto Mx. We call the real Hilbert space structure on Mx we get in this way its natural real Hilbert space structure. For the moment at least it is not canonically constructed from 217.
The interesting fact for us is that given the natural real Hilbert space structure on each 217X we can reconstruct 9TL In fact if (ei, • • ■ , en) is an orthonormal basis for Mx then there is a coordinate system (xi, • • • , x") for 3TI of class Ck defined in a neighborhood 27 of x by p = (22t-i xi(P)ti)(l) tor pE U. This is of course in the usual terminology just the Riemannian normal coordinate system defined by ($~l(ei), ■ • ■ , $~l(en)). The above can be stated more elegantly without coordinates as follows: given its natural real Hilbert space structure, 217X becomes an re-dimensional analytic manifold by requiring that the linear functionals on Mx be a base for the analytic structure. With this analytic structure the mapping cr->cr(l) is a nonsingular C* homeomorphism of a neighborhood of 0 in Mx onto a neighborhood of x in 911.
Thus to prove our theorem it will suffice to show that the natural real Hilbert space structure of each Mx can be constructed canonically from 217. Now scalar multiplication can be defined even without reference to the metric p; given cr£.2l7xand a real number r9*0 rcr is defined by (domain rcr) = (l/r) (domain cr) and ro(t)=o(rt).
As for the norm ||cr|| of an element cr of 217x, it is just | r\ where r is the real number (clearly uniquely determined) occurring in (3) of the defining properties of elements of 217x. Then since the inner product (cr, tr') of two nonzero elements of Mx is given by ||cr|| ■ j|o"'}| cos 8 where 9 is the angle between cr/||o-|| and cr'/||cr'||, it follows that we can compute all inner products in 217x once we know how to find the cosine of the angle between two elements of norm one. Now an element of Mx of norm one is just a geodesic starting from x which is parameterized by arc length, and the cosine of the angle 6 between two such elements of Mx, a and a', can be computed with the aid of the usual trigonometric identities from the formula sin 6/2 = lim (p(a(s), <r'(s))/2p(x, o-(s))) «-o which depends only on the metric p. The validity of the above formula is obvious in the Euclidean case even without the limit, and in the general case it follows from the usual sort of argument that shows that Euclidean formulae hold infinitesimally.
Thus we have shown that we can construct all inner products in Mx using only the structure of M, and our theorem now follows from the following rather trivial observation.
Lemma. If H is a real Hilbert space then the linear structure of H can be constructed once all inner products are known.
Proof. First we note that an orthonormal base for H can be characterized as a set {e"}"e2: such that (e", e,>) = 8"c> for all a, a'GS and (/, «<r)=0 for all aGS implies (/, /)=0.
Choose such a set {e,},^. Given x and y in H and a real number r, rx is characterized in terms of the inner product as the unique element of H such that (rx, e") = r(x, ec) for all aE% and similarly x+y is characterized as the unique element of H such that (x+y, e") = (x, ec) + (y, e") for all aGS.
